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I don’t know what art is.

No doubt that sounds like a disingenuous  
statement in a context such as this. Or worse  
still, it trades in academic claptrap that is so  
deeply embedded inside a conversation that  
the person uttering it just can’t see the forest  
for the trees. … Maybe they’re the same thing 
… Maybe I’m guilty of both. Be that as it may,  
I will hold to this proclamation all the same:
 
I don’t know what art is.

I’d wager you don’t either, dear reader.  
Not really. How could you? One guess I have  
as to why we might not know what art is has  
to do with evolution. We are changing as a  
species. Human beings are witnessing  
a shift in their … 

… What exactly?

… Physiognomy? Psychology? Environment? 
Spiritual makeup? …

… As precipitated by our hyper-wired- 
screen-based-digitally-manic-communication- 
blizzarded-lebenswelt. It’s possible that in the  
not-too-distant future we will look back at all of  
our Apple products and smile in much the way  
we do with other fashions like bell bottoms or  
fads like Hacky Sack, but I suspect that won’t  
be the case. Instead, we may look back and not  
know exactly what we saw or we will lack the  
capacity to see our biodigital morphing.

So, if as a species we are going through an 
evolutionary moment, it only makes sense 
that what we call art is likewise mutating. 
That mutation may be happening to such 
an extent that we are not exactly capable of 
apprehending this thing called art as such. 
True, in classic Hegelian terms art is always 
what it is not—a self-annihilating nothing— 
but even the German Philosopher, I suspect, 
would find it tough to grapple with what is 
occurring in this thing called art, dialectician 
though he may have been.

And while I can hear a kind of collective  
groan and feel the psychic cringe (due to the  
overattribution of ontological determination 
via technology) from the millennials whose  
work has occasioned this short essay, I’d  
suggest that it is their work that might best  
exemplify this mutation and speak to the  
unknowingness that I find so compelling both  
in art generally and in the phenomenon of the  
twenty-first century art school specifically.

Witness here: Abstract National Geo- 
graphics, Faith-Based Institutional Critique  
& Black Jesus, Queer Heraldic Sculpture,  
War Reportage Morality Plays, Site-Specific 
Refrigeration, Witch-Crafted Landscapes, 
Autobiographical Psychic StillLife, Performing 
Authoritarian Sonic Control Society. …  
A crude synopsis of their work to be sure … 
and you, dear reader, maybe this is all familiar 
to you … maybe you await this artwork on 
the other side of the evolutionary process 
I describe above … you are more highly 
evolved than I and hence the meanings of 
these various endeavors are clear to you …  
But they’re not to me. … In some respects 
I literally have no idea what these artists 
are doing … sometimes it looks like art and 
sometimes the things they are up to—that is 
to say, the hard kernel of their engagement—
is difficult to determine. But precisely therein 
lies the potency that keeps us engaged …  
the mutation that keeps pulling us into the 
future … 

AND NO ONE FISH IN THE MIDDLE

They swim in a school. … They move together.  
… Now they crawl out of the ocean …

An artlike creature buzzing in our electronic 
age.


